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Wake-up Call #1 
Tom had used up half ofthe time allotted for the poetry 
anthology, finding ten of the twenty poems that I had 
required. Which was great, except that finding the 
poems was step one out of twelve. So rather casually, I 
told Tom that he was really, really behind on his poetry 
anthology and that I was very worried about him. I 
know I wasn't harsh. I may even have thought that I 
was being gentle. But the more I talked, the darker the 
expression on his face grew. 
Shocked and angry, he finally exploded at me. 
I hadn't recognized what he had accomplished, he said. 
He was so defensive and so hurt that he was unable 
to hear anything else I had to say. The conversation 
became a child's yes/no argument rather than a back­
and-forth discussion about what we each thought. 
Wake-up Call #2 
School had only been in session for a few weeks, but 
it was already clear that Anne was a talented writer. 
So I was surprised when I read the rough draft of 
her memoir. It was really bad. It didn't look like a 
week's worth of her writing: it was disorganized and 
incomplete. Thinking about my experience with Tom, 
I spent a solid thirty minutes pondering her paper and 
carefully writing a page-long response. I was up very 
late that night. 
When I got to class the next day, I watched 
her as she read through my comments and then began 
rummaging through her backpack. She hurried over 
to me, appearing simultaneously embarrassed and 
pleased. "I'm sorry, Ms. Gedeon, but I was really 
busy over the weekend, so I just turned in my notes 
so I wouldn't lose too many points. I wrote my real 
rough draft last night-I'm pretty sure I already fixed 
everything you talked about in your note." 
Questioning My Responses to Students 
These two vignettes capture a few of the complexities 
inherent in responding to student writing. Each 
presented a different challenge, and these are only two 
ofthe many classroom experiences I have had that made 
me question how I was responding to students and their 
writing. Some piece of grace was missing from my 
response to Tom's work. Peter Elbow writes that criti­
cism can be damaging to students and their writing, and 
at minimum, we should "at least do no harm" (359). I 
didn't manage even that with Tom, and our student-to­
teacher relationship never regained its balance. 
With Anne, I didn't hurt her feelings, but I 
did waste an enormous amount of time and energy 
worrying about a student who clearly didn't need me 
to worry. My classroom practices had changed over 
the years, particularly after participating in a summer 
institute of the National Writing Project. Although I 
thought I had tried many different kinds of responses 
to student writing, my response style unfortunately 
had varied only a little. My responses continued to be 
grade- and product-oriented instead of student- and 
process-oriented. 
I needed to re-think my responses to students' 
writing. How could I tailor responses to students' 
needs? What kinds of comments should I write on 
student papers? What were my options for responding? 
What did my students need from me? What did the 
research say about how to write responses to student 
writing? What kinds of responses actually resulted in 
better writing? How could I balance responding well 
to students and their writing and still have time for 
a life? Ultimately, two questions kept nudging me: 
How should I respond to student writing? Why should 
I respond that way? 
Becoming a Teacher-Researcher 
As a teacher, I am quick to tum to professional literature 
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and to fellow teachers for ideas. Books and co-workers are 
great resources, and I drew on them as I began to consider 
changing this aspect of my teaching practice. As I began 
reading more about teacher-research, I realized that I 
hadn't been tapping into the most powerful resources 
available to me: careful observation and analysis of my 
students and ofmyself in our classroom. It was important 
to me that I listened to what students had to say about 
the changes I was making in my response style. Teacher­
researchers should "design a classroom curriculum 
that allows them to check out their interpretations with 
students," according to MacLean and Mohr, who also say 
that students should be included "as participants in the 
process through which they and their teacher learn about 
learning" (x-xi). 
My first step was to incorporate systematic and 
intentional teacher-rcsearch in my classroom. I talked 
with students about why changing my response style 
was important to me (and for them) and to explain the 
teacher-research process. Of the forty-four students in my 
two sections of English 9, nineteen agreed to participate 
in my teacher-research project. Those nineteen students 
responded to surveys and agreed to let me make copies of 
their writing, their cover sheets, and my written responses 
to them. Three brave students volunteered to allow me to 
interview them at the end of the project. Lastly, I kept field 
notes and a research journal, documenting what I noticed 
happening in my classroom and reflecting on my teacher­
research process. 
Reading and Responding Deliberately 
Part of me desperately wanted to find the answer to all of 
my questions-to find that one way to respond to all students 
in all situations that would always work. I decided to focus 
on my written responses to student writing and look at the 
professional literature to find that one magical response style. 
However, as Crone-Blevens writes, it is a teacher's attitude 
towards students and their writing that is truly important. 
She states that when teachers respond to student writing, 
it isn't "the speeific words [teachers] utter, but rather their 
underlying attitude and philosophy ... which imbues writers 
with a sense of worth and takes them seriously, regardless 
of the quality of their work" (97). Beyond that, I wanted to 
become more intentional about how I read student work. 
Brian Huot argues that a teacher's attitude 
determines what he or she sees in a student text. Huot even 
goes a step further when he states, "it's fairly clear that 
the type of reading given by an individual reader actually 
controls what the reader can observe within the text" (115). 
I was aware that the attitude I bring to the text affects how I 
see it; however, I was surprised to discover that the attitude 
I bring affects what I can see. 
Shifting from Grade-Focused to 
Student-Focused Responses 
Before I started this study, I was very grade-focused when 
I read student writing. All I could see was what was wrong 
and what needed to be "fixed" in order to improve students' 
grades. Notice I said their grade, not their writing. I knew 
I needed to break my habit of looking for what was wrong. 
I realized that I wanted my students to have control as 
writers to make their own choices. I wanted to focus on 
what was done well and show them how much I enjoyed 
reading what they wrote. I knew that I needed a structure to 
help me develop better habits as a reader and responder. 
Renee Callies suggests a specific structure for 
responses, stating that a teacher's response to student 
writing should begin with praise, then ask specific 
questions, and end with general observations about the 
whole piece ("When Grammar Matters"). I adapted this 
structure for my classroom. I decided I would make sure 
I commented on what was done well; stay focused on the 
content; ask questions; and carefully couch suggestions as 
suggestions, not as orders or a list of things to fix. I was 
surprised at how much practice it took before it felt natural 
enough to write a response without constantly referring to 
a "cheat sheet" outlining this strategy. 
One of the methods I used to adjust to this new 
response strategy was based on an idea from Peter Elbow, 
who writes, "I can commentfar more easily and effectively 
if! force myself to read the whole piece before making any 
comments" (358). I adapted his strategy so that I actually 
read the entire set ofpapers before I commented on any of 
them. It gave me a chance to reflect on students' writing 
before writing responses; it gave me a chance to let the 
possibilities simmer without pressure. 
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I wanted to become more intentional about the 
content ofmy responses, tailoring them to each individual's 
needs. I needed to find a way to figure out what, exactly, 
my students were thinking about. Elbow suggests asking 
students to write a short cover letter when they turn in a 
piece of writing which addresses the following issues: 
"what they see as their main points, how they went about 
writing and what happened, which parts they are most 
and least satisfied with, and what questions they have for 
me as a reader" (358). I've spent thousands of frustrating 
hours over the years staring at students' writing trying to 
figure out what they were thinking about before I wrote a 
response to them. Elbow's cover letter idea seemed like the 
beginning of a solution to that problem. 
The problems I had responding to Tom and Anne 
weren't related to how well I knew my students or how 
carefully I read their writing. My problems were related 
to not understanding their perceptions of their own work. 
For each particular piece of writing, I needed to know the 
answers to some basic questions before I responded. Was 
I speaking to confidence or vulnerability? Were they stuck 
or did they already have a revision plan? Did they have a 
sense ofwhat was working well and what needed work? 
Based on Elbow's idea of a cover letter, I decided 
to create a handout which I asked students to fill out and 
staple to the top of each rough draft. I adjusted Elbow's 
Figure 1: Design of the Teacher-Research Study 
cover letter ideas for my classroom and came up with four 
questions: What do you like about your writing? What 
needs work? How does the draft fit with the other writing 
in your multigenre research project? What kind of response 
would you like from me? 
What I Learned 
The results ofmy teacher-research study were both surpris­
ing and satisfying. I knew I was on the right track with my 
attitude changes when I started looking forward to reading 
papers at night, and I knew I had turned a corner when I 
told my husband I was going upstairs to respond to papers­
not to grade them. I had hoped that looking for what was 
good in my students' writing would make a difference, and 
my students agreed with both the premise and the results. 
My students' initial impressions of my responses included 
comments on the positive feedback I'd given, and one 
student wrote, "When I read what you wrote I really got 
the impression that you really read what I wrote and kind 
of enjoyed it!" 
Other results were more surprising. I had no idea 
how useful the cover sheet would be. Having information 
about students' perceptions of their writing let me stop 
agonizing over what to say to each draft. It was easier to 
choose my tone; I knew which students needed a push and 
which needed encouragement. I no longer felt like I had 
to write down every revision idea I had since students had 
Reading and Responding Deliberately 
1. 	 Change my attitude: I moved from looking for what's wrong in a piece of writing to 
looking for what's good in it. 
2. 	 Structure my responses to: comment on what's good; stay focused on content; ask 
specific questions; and make suggestions, not give orders. 
3. 	 Read an entire set of student writing before commenting on any. 
4. 	 Ask students to fill out a cover sheet and staple it to the top of each rough draft 
during the multigenre research project unit. 
Collecting Data 
1. 	 Of the 44 students in my two sections of English 9, nineteen agreed to take surveys 
about my responses. 
2. 	 Those same nineteen students allowed me to make copies of their drafts, cover 
letters, and my responses to their writing. 
3. 	 Three students agreed to let me interview them. 
4. 	 I documented my observations in field notes and a research journal. 
often thought of better 
ideas themselves. 
Moreover, before 
I began the teacher­
research study, some of 
my beliefs about what 
made a good response 
were deeply buried, and 
I was unable to articulate 
them, even to myself. 
It turned out that many 
of these assumptions 
about what made a good 
response were reflective 
more of what 1'd had 
done to me than what 
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my students actually needed. I didn't see that until I 
started analyzing the data I was getting through surveys, 
interviews, student work, and my field notes (see Figure 
1). One ofmy students, Liz, offers an example of the new 
process I implemented. 
All I Did Was Ask 
My response to Liz's writing was much more focused 
and on track because of the responses on her cover 
sheet. Her topic for her multigenre research project was 
teen alcohol abuse, and she wrote the poem in Figure 
2 as one of her genres. Her cover sheet (see Figure 3) 
made it clear that she felt insecure about her writing, so 
I knew to be encouraging in my response (see Figure 
4). Although she didn't come out and ask for help with 
unity, her answer to question three on the cover sheet 
made it clear that she didn't understand the concept. She 
didn't have a sense that she needed something other than 
a common topic to hold her genres together-so I offered 
a suggestion that showed her another way to connect her 
genres. Quoting a specific line from her poem showed 
her I read her work carefully and pointed to a specific 
quality that made her work shine. Refusing to answer the 
question she had about rhyme scheme showed her that I 
trusted her as the writer to make her own decisions. She 
gained the confidence she needed and got the information 
about the concept of unity that she needed in order to go 
on to complete an impressive project. 
Figure 2: Rough Draft of Liz's Poem 
[Untitled] 
Every night it's the same thing 
You stay out all night 
You drink and drink 
You make yourself look like a fool 
I try and act like it doesn't bother me 
But deep down inside it's killing me to 
Watch you throwaway you're life like this 
I love you more than anything 
But I don't want to see you get hurt 
I want to say something to you 
But gosh I just don't know how to put it ... 
Figure 3: Liz's Cover Sheet (her answers are italicized) 
Rough Draft Cover Sheet Name: Liz 
Genre: Poem (#2) Title: no title 
1. What do you like about your draft? 
That it sa poem, I'm really not sure I like it. 
2. What do you think you still need to work on to make this draft better? 
Probly the wording, maybe get a little rhyme in there ... 
3. Explain how this draft fits into your project as a whole. 
It sabout my topic. 
4. What kind ofresponse would you like from me? How can I help you? 
Maybe you could help me fix this poem, I'm really not sure ifI like it, 

I don't think that it really works with the work I've done on my other genres. 

Tell me what you think. Should I re-do it? 
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